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Abstract: The need for Transit Oriented Development (TOD) around railway stations has been well
accepted and continues to be needed in cities looking to regenerate both transit and urban development. Large parts of suburban areas remain without quality transit down Main Roads which are
usually filled with traffic resulting in reduced urban value. The need to regenerate both the mobility
and land development along such roads will likely be the next big agenda in transport policy. This
paper learns from century-old experiences in public-private approaches to railway systems from
around the world, along with new insights from entrepreneurship theory and urban planning to
create the notion of a ‘Transit Activated Corridor’ (TAC). TAC’s prioritise fast transit and a string
of station precincts along urban Main Roads. TOD’s were primarily a government role, whereas
TAC’s will be primarily a private sector, entrepreneurship role. The core policy processes for a TAC
are outlined with some early case studies. Five design principles for delivering a TAC are presented
in this paper, three principles from entrepreneurship theory and two from urban planning. The potential for Trackless Trams to enable TAC’s is used to illustrate how these design processes can be
an effective approach for designing, financing and delivering a ‘Transit Activated Corridor’. About
200 words. Originally 363 =>207
Keywords: transit; entrepreneurship; rail; Effectuation; Entrepreneur Rail Model; finance; PPP;
Transit-Activated Corridor; corridor transit; urban planning.

1. Introduction
Transit Oriented Development (TOD) [1,2] and Transit Adjacent Development (TAD)
[2,3] are current terminology in transport and land use planning with TAD being called
‘TOD gone bad’ by Reconnecting America [4]. Others have suggested Transit and Joint
Development (TJD) is a concept needed to bring together the necessary public and private
sector development opportunities [5]. All of this literature and practice is based on single
entity developments around individual stations. This paper introduces the concept of a
‘Transit Activated Corridor’ (TAC) which emphasizes the role of transit in enabling
denser development along a whole corridor with a series of station precincts, or TODs. It
seeks to help define how it can be done through historical analysis, entrepreneurship theory, and urban planning tools to enable a TAC to be designed, financed and delivered
providing both effective corridor transit and high-quality TODs.
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2. History: The Rediscovery of Private Transit
Effective and efficient corridor transit infrastructure is a key part of a growing city,
with numerous cities across the world rediscovering transit’s economic value after decades of automobile dependence [6-9]. The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on transport
intensity, and therefore, emissions and traffic fatalities, has reinforced the potential of
moving away from automobile-dominated transport planning [10]. This new market is
being driven by the fact that transit is becoming faster than traffic in most cities and thus
providing cities with the option to deliver transit services that are less welfare oriented
[11]. In many cases this is a return to the past when railway projects around the world
were used to unlock new development opportunities, such as the privately-operated
trams and trains of the 19th and early 20th Century that were used by most major cities to
create real estate opportunities [12. These were typically entrepreneurial projects funded
by the private sector as far back as the horse-drawn carriages that ran from the 17th century, through to the tram era and omnibus projects in New York City in the 1820s [13].
Britain’s railway expansion in the 19th Century and early 20th century was almost
entirely led by private entrepreneurs, which resulted in an extensive rail network. Both
rail and tram corridors were built primarily as private real estate ventures based on the
land value unlocked by the new transit technology. This approach was replicated in many
cities around the world as the basis for expanding mobility and settlements for the next
100 years [14,15]. Some countries took a more public-led approach that lagged behind the
British success, such as the French who relied on state-led planning of routes and facilities
before engaging the private sector [16].
In many cities the legacy of the entrepreneurial rail era is a medium density urban
fabric that follows corridors out from the traditional walking fabric town centre; despite
many of the railway lines since being taken up these corridors are still quite distinct and
given the levels of accessibility that were created often represent higher than average real
estate prices with a substantial proportion of the city’s knowledge economy jobs [17]. The
benefits of transit and walking urban fabric are now one of the driving forces as to why
cities are seeking to build more transit down corridors and are wanting more TOD’s instead of outer area urban sprawl [15]. Hence there is a growing demand for Transit Activated Corridors that deliver both effective transit and cost-effective dense urbanism.
The problem in the recent decades of building railway infrastructure is that it has
been built much like freeways, as transport engineering projects only. This is understandable as transport engineering from the 1940’s was built around the notion of freeing up
congestion by building extra road capacity for automobiles. The new era of cars and buses
saw cities spread outwards from the old tram and train lines which were either closed or
made part of a welfare-oriented ‘public’ transport system [11]. Thus, the previous approach to transport as being transit integrated with private land development was largely
abandoned in favour of government funded freeways and then government funded rail
projects.
The freeway approach has dominated urban growth until more recent times when
sprawling outer suburbs could no longer be effectively serviced by roads and automobiles
as congestion levels and average trip times were rising to a level that called for an alternative solution [11]. Whilst many planners like Calthorpe (1993) [1], Newman et al [17],
Dittmar and Ohland [18], with the Congress of New Urbanism, called for Transit Oriented
Developments (TODs) as a solution to this problem, there was little that could happen
until rail transit began to be refurbished and new lines installed. Building new rail lines,
both heavy rail and light rail, accelerated in the early part of the 21st century, especially
in China and India, along with virtually all major developed cities; this has become known
as the ‘Second Rail Revolution’ [15].
However, delivery of contemporary transit did not always involve TODs as the mind
set and institutional setting of these transport projects was often focused on only the
transit solution and not on land use outcomes, similar to the way of building a freeway.
Planning and delivery of TODs was often seen as an optional extra and usually only
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associated with one or two station precincts while the rest was TAD or park and ride [20].
Thus, urban sprawl was not always reduced as dense urban regeneration around new rail
stations often remained marginalised in favour of parking. Thus, the goal of achieving
more urban fabric in transit corridors and more walkable urban fabric in TOD’s has not
been as successful as hoped when the rail revival happened. It is possible to make a case
for such ‘freeway-like’ rail projects for fast trains servicing outer suburbs without proper
transit options [21], but there remain real challenges in stimulating urban regeneration in
inner and middle suburbs [22].
Such transit adjacent development, or isolated TOD’s, is inevitable if funded entirely
by governments as they are typically not able to leverage the land development being
implemented around stations as a primary funding source. This suggests a re-invention
of the historic approach to building transit as a partnership with the private sector through
land development.
With a growing market for fast, high quality transit the idea of bringing in private
funding has become more obvious for cities that are growing rapidly [23, 24]. The obvious
mechanism is through land development rather than just fare box returns which often do
not cover the cost of operation [9]. In Chinese cities, land value capture to fund transit is
commonplace [19].
Integrating TOD’s, or station precincts, into a transit system from the start to enable
funding of the transit as well as urban regeneration along a corridor is therefore of growing interest. This approach we have called the Entrepreneur Rail Model [20] and the core
principles are outlined in Box 1. Hong Kong and Japan use this approach and more recently interest in using private investment has grown with new technologies like the
Trackless Tram showing the potential for a low-cost urban regeneration catalyst [8, 25].
The success of the Brightline private rail project in Florida has shown that the approach
can work in more car dependent cities and regions; this is funded and financed through
land development and fare box returns and has now been purchased by Virgin Trains
USA with plans to extend into 20 other cities.
This paper seeks to show how the Entrepreneur Rail Model approach could be mainstreamed and extended into planning systems to design, finance and deliver Transit Activated Corridors (TACs). The paper suggests how insights can be gained from entrepreneurship practice-based theory and urban planning tools that favour the combination of
transit that is designed to deliver reasonable speed along the corridor and walkable station
precincts.
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Box 1: The Entrepreneur Rail Model (ERM). Based on [19].
In the current approach to building transit (Figure 1) government transport agencies forecast transit numbers based on current
and forecast development in the corridor, then set the route and station locations based on the least resistance and least costs,
and then finally seek funding, from government. In this approach under-developed land in the corridor can be overlooked as
these areas don’t currently generate transit demand and the potential to merge the transit and land development interest can be
largely lost. If funding is achieved using this approach, new land use opportunities are considered last when the value of the
land has already increased following the construction of the transit infrastructure and there is less profit margin for land
developers, and no incentive to invest in the transit infrastructure.

Design
TRANSIT
Predict patronage

Get
FUNDING
based on this

See what
LAND DEVELOPMENT
can be achieved

Figure 1: A schematic representation of a typical corridor transit planning process
Source: [20]
Instead, an ERM-based approach (Figure 2) would suggest that rather than beginning with a pre-determined route and station
configuration, governments could harness available means by drawing on the private sector to develop a number of proposals
for transit service configurations within a broader corridor based on the uplift potential of available land and development sites
– or a private proponent could make an unsolicited bid to government to harness such potential. This way partnerships can be
formed that include local governments that can often foresee development opportunities and with private developers who make
their living out of recognising good value urban development opportunities. The goal is to harness the available means, both the
expertise of the municipality and the private sector and the physical assets themselves in the corridor, to propose transit
configurations that create sufficient development opportunities to allow investment in transit infrastructure, while also
satisfying the corridor’s transport needs. This process can also make use of under-developed public land. Hence in this approach
the first step is to identify uplift potential from transit services along the corridor, to then leverage this to secure financing,
finally followed by design of the most appropriate transit configuration.

Estimate
LAND VALUE
uplift from transit

Get
FUNDING
based on this

Design
TRANSIT
Predict patronage

Figure 2: A schematic representation of an entrepreneurial approach to the corridor transit planning process
Source: Adapted from [20]
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The synergy created through such an entrepreneurial approach where the new land development is made viable because the new
transit station makes it accessible, is one which aggregates both commuters and customers. In turn new developments attract
more people to use the transit system, a mutually reinforcing relationship that sees more people opt for shared transit rather
than private vehicles – forming a strong business case for greater development (rather than land-based charges that make it more
expensive to be located near a station whether it delivers value or not). When developers are given the opportunity to co-locate
stations with office complexes, or chose land parcels in areas with greater need for more office space, there are compounding
benefits across many financial and liveability measures when compared to development ‘added’ after transit is provided [26].
This approach to building transit down a whole corridor of TOD’s used to fund and finance it, is the approach adopted by Hong
Kong in its MTR, and by Japan in projects such as the new Tsukuba Express Line and more recently in China.

3. Entrepreneurship and Transit Activated Corridor Development
The historical analysis shows that the transit-oriented, dense urbanism developed
from the mid 19th to mid 20th century was created by entrepreneurs along corridors.
Thus, it would appear sensible, if this urban fabric is again on the agenda, for 21st century
cities, to understand the role of entrepreneurs in creating TAC’s.
The study of entrepreneurship is a growing discipline, mostly focused on individual
start-up approaches for new businesses, with a lack of consensus on the definition and
practice of the knowledge in the field [27, 28]. There is general agreement however that a
core feature of the practice of entrepreneurship is creating value, often under conditions
of uncertainty, and typically to obtain private wealth [27] though not without seeing its
public benefits. Thinking of entrepreneurship as a process of value creation has led to its
broadening beyond just start-up individuals, and towards the traits and approaches
sometimes displayed by government and civil society, termed ‘Entrepreneurial Governance’ [29-31]. Similarly, Harvey [32] presented ‘urban entrepreneurialism’ as urban governance that increasingly focuses on ‘new ways in which to foster and encourage local
development and employment growth’.
Rather than thinking of ‘entrepreneurial approaches’ as purely strategies that are applied by individuals or start-ups seeking to grow profitable companies, these approaches
can also be used to create value in the form of jobs and wealth, improved use of public
space, reduced environmental pollution, alleviating congestion, and delivering cleaner
and more efficient cities [33]. In the same way, this paper refers to principles of entrepreneurship to outline the process of entrepreneurially activating corridors using new transit
lines – given the entrepreneurial legacy of this process throughout history.
The entrepreneurship literature that seems to provide the greatest guidance on how
to achieve the entrepreneurial approaches required for TAC’s and to provide the most
potential to further enhance its application, is called ‘Effectuation’ [34]. According to Sarasvathy, effectuation is a logic used by entrepreneurs during new venture creation under
conditions of uncertainty, and involves a number of key principles with three particularly
relevant to TAC’s and the Entrepreneur Rail Model: create partnerships from the start;
value creation rather than prediction; and begin with available means rather than predetermined ends [34].
3.1. Principle 1: Create partnerships from the start
The first principle drawn from effectuation is to build a group of partners and stakeholders from the beginning, reducing uncertainty and risk as a co-created vision is developed between all parties and is realised through collaboration [34]. Just as expert entrepreneurs build partnerships from the start, an ERM or TAC project would begin with a
partnership between land interests, communities, local authorities and financiers, and
then reaches agreement with government. Effectuation suggests that ‘self-selecting
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stakeholders’ tend to have more commitment to the project; and in the case of private
funding and financing of urban rail projects, self-selecting stakeholders are often able to
reach agreements around the distribution of benefits and costs more easily [35].
These partnership-first approaches have been growing rapidly around the world in
recent years, taking the place of siloed professional practice [36, 37]. For cities and infrastructure, this partnership approach has sometimes been called a ‘City Deal’, and enables
a more bottom-up approach to infrastructure planning and provision. These new approaches will be important for involving private funding to help fund the capital costs
involved in quality transit projects [20]. The Australian Federal Government has followed
the success of the UK City Deal policy and has created a program based on this concept
to encourage urban renewal, that includes a focus on urban rail [38]. The program offers
financial risk guarantees rather than contributing direct funding, reducing the risk for private sector involvement. The City Deal program includes requirements to enable [39]:
•
An agreement between the three tiers of government, setting out a plan for the City
Deal,
•
Greater community involvement and support for any projects, and
•
Involvement of the private sector, including innovative financing that integrates
transit and land development, and with supporting funds from local and state government, with the federal government providing a risk guarantee.
The United Kingdom’s City Deal approach began as part of an agenda to devolve
power from the national government to city governments, with the aim of boosting economic growth. This began with a first wave of the eight largest city economies in England,
outside of London. The Manchester City Deal was notable for its ‘earn back’ feature, which
allowed the local authority to retain part of additional tax revenue gained from investments connected with the City Deal [40]. This is akin to tax increment financing, combined
with central government funding, and does not involve the entrepreneurial approaches
as outlined in this paper. Since then the City Deals have become more entrepreneurial.
The approach to the City Deal program in Australia was analysed by Clark and
Moonen [41] and involves an integration of policies related to providing infrastructure
and urban planning with private sector land development in order to create ‘great cities.
It requires governments at all levels to set up partnerships with private financing, especially superannuation companies looking for long term investments, developers who understand markets and innovation in urban development as well as communities who
know what they prefer in their precincts and neighbourhoods for the long term [38, 39].
The partnerships enable the best economic value creation by facilitating social capital, financial capital and political capital as explained in Newman et al. [7] – see Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Economic value creation through integration of financial, social and political capital – the
intention of a ‘City Deal’
Source: [23]

Another key feature of the City Deal approach is it provides an effective mechanism
to align the policy intent of the different tiers of government. This provides greater clarity
to the private partner, reducing risk, and facilitates co-ordination with other government
programs, see Figure 4.

Figure 4: The City Deal Partnership Model
Source: [7]

This key feature of a City Deal, the alignment of multiple tiers of government, community and the private sector, can be seen to various degrees in existing rail projects
around the world, including:
•
The Tsukuba Express project in Japan, which came about as a result of long-term
government strategic planning. It was delivered on commercial terms by a specially
constituted company with ownership shared between city, prefectural and metropolitan governments along the route, and the private sector. The central government
provided concessional financing to support the project but it was delivered by a private company [12].
•
The Indian Government’s Metro Rail Policy, sets as a requirement of central government support of a project that it includes private participation, and also must consider the potential for private funding contributions and transit-oriented development. The implementing agencies are also encouraged to maximise project revenue
from commercial real estate development at the stations and other non-fare box revenue. Metro rail is seen as a means to achieving sustainable development and a more
compact urban form and the mechanism for delivery includes the Urban Mass
Transit Company which is a 50:50 government and private agency that has flexibility
in raising finance as well as enabling assessments of Metros [42].
•
London Crossrail – a project jointly funded by private interests, the Greater London
Authority and the national Department for Transport with partnerships developed
through the Infrastructure and Projects Authority which is a national government
advisory group establishing PPP’s to enable the funding and financing of infrastructure [12].
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City Deals are well-suited to facilitating Transit Activated Corridors, as they can provide increased regulatory certainty or guidance along the corridor, by aligning the objectives of the different tiers of government and can enable the private sector to obtain their
finance. In Australia this involves an Infrastructure and Projects Finance Authority that
operates in parallel to the assessment process through Infrastructure Australia. At state
and local level where detailed planning is done, this would include environmental approvals, land use planning changes, reduced parking requirements and appropriate regulatory approvals in transport, including rail safety regulation. Agreements can also be
reached with multiple levels of government to provide associated public infrastructure
work such as recharge services for stations where electric battery recharging is needed.
3.2. Principle 2: Value creation rather than prediction
The second principle drawn from effectuation is to focus on what can be controlled
to ‘create value’ rather than to act based upon ‘predicted outcomes’. In practice, according
to Sarasvathy [34], this means expert entrepreneurs focus on the controllable aspects of an
unpredictable future rather than acting based on predictions of an uncertain future. Some
of the mechanisms for capturing value created by the transit system are set out in Newman et al. [7], including the highest value-producing mechanism of a fully-private entrepreneurial approach through to the lowest value-producing fully-public approach with
various levels in between.
Currently, transit corridors are assessed based on predicting the number of people
who would potentially use a new mass transit system based on present land use and travel
patterns and seek to finance this through public funds or additional rents and land-based
charges imposed on surrounding landowners. Traditional government funded value capture approaches rely on a ‘predicted return’, whether this be a predicted number of passengers, a predicted reduction in congestion, or a predicted amount of development and
thus value capture can be managed; however most of the value leaks as soon as a route
and set of station locations with density zoning is made public by government, unless
partnerships with entrepreneurs are made at the planning stage. There is also an issue
with prediction. Transport planners have struggled with prediction, particularly for road
networks, due to the principle of induced demand which causes unexpected behaviour
from commuters when new travel options become available [43]. A prime example of this
is that despite providing additional vehicle lanes to relieve congestion, the new lanes are
unable to provide lasting congestion relief, due to travellers shifting travel times, routes,
and modes when networks are changed, even slightly. This is referred to by Downs [44]
as the theory of triple convergence and it leads to ineffective prediction-based interventions. This effect can also occur when forecast-based transit interventions deployed in isolation of land development are undertaken and can result in less-than-expected reduction
in traffic congestion [45]. Means of overcoming this in Europe are set out in Principle 4
using Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans.
The Entrepreneur Rail Model however creates Transit Activated Corridors through
a focus on creating complimentary opportunities for both new land use investment and
increased transit ridership, resulting in greater urban densification and less urban sprawl
– which is not possible through current transit planning. This is made viable through integration of private land development with transit services to create station precincts
which creates two increased sources of value: one is due to the land value increases of
between 20% and 50% usually associated with transit (summarized in [20] which enables
higher density development, and second, a reduced need for expensive car parking infrastructure of around 20% which enables better urbanism [7]. The result of greater value
increase is that it can also mean investment to construct the transit infrastructure so the
value is created. It is in this way that the entrepreneurial approach ‘creates new markets’
that government planners cannot achieve on their own. This value increase can only be
achieved in partnership with governments that manage the common good outcomes necessary but are freed from the need to raise all the funds.
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This entrepreneurial approach was used by Hong Kong in its metro and in the development of the private suburban railways in Japan, primarily in the first half of the
Twentieth Century. Railway companies augmented their transport revenue through real
estate development and management, but also proactively managed land uses around
their stations to influence passenger demand. Land was provided to institutional users
such as hospitals or universities at concessional rates at the outer terminal stations, creating demand for travel in the reverse direction from central business district commuting
patterns [46]. The private railways had to diversify in this way to survive, as the Japanese
Government had partially nationalised the industry to create the Japan National Railway.
Private companies were forbidden from building railways which interfered with the national railway’s operations, and were mostly restricted to areas with low population. This
forced them to build their own catchment population around their railways [47], making
the best use of the assets at their disposal. This is a good example of a TAC that was privately created but had significant benefits to the wider community.
Thus, value creation can be applied to the TAC model using value uplift in land development to create value for the transit funding, rather than the value capture or value
leakage that occurs under the present approach to ‘predict and provide’ transit, leading
to limited interest in transit projects.
In cities that do not have such attractive land development potential as does Hong
Kong and Japan, this approach can be taken a step further to attract private investment in
transit infrastructure. Rather than just buying pre-rail land and selling it at post-rail prices,
the partnerships with land owners and developers can be expanded to capture even
greater value around stations. This can be done by incorporating developer preferences
for the location of the transit line and associated stations to allow for fully private transit
lines to be constructed and operated in unison with new developments [7,8,12]. Coupled
with this, there are technological innovations occurring in the transport technology sector
that are providing rail-like solutions at a much cheaper cost, discussed below.
Such an approach stands to provide cities and nations with a way to break out of the
gridlock of automobile dependence and under-financed transit by harnessing private investment to deliver integrated transit and land development along corridors. This way
enables value creation from the transit that can be used to contribute to the costs associated with delivering the transit without driving away investors and developers.
3.3. Principle 3: Begin with available means rather than pre-determined ends
The third key principle drawn from effectuation is to ‘begin with a set of available
means, rather than pre-determined ends’ [34]. This requires thinking differently about
what constitutes a cornerstone for action, innovation and finance. During new venture
creation, expert entrepreneurs tend not to decide upon a ‘final product’ and then seek to
assemble the required resources, but instead begin with what is available, giving preference to actions which harness available resources or networks and which appear to help
with their perceived journey.
Unlike the current approach to transit which seeks to predict and build transit infrastructure based on current conditions and reliant on government funding, this principle
suggests that instead of using a pre-determined route and trying to ‘add on’ land value
creation at the end, the ‘available means’ or available land opportunities are in fact the
basis for the viability of the entire project and need to be considered right from the start.
Despite entrepreneurs often being considered ‘risk takers’, expert entrepreneurs seek
to minimise risk by ‘controlling the downside scenarios and finding ways to reach the
market with a minimum expenditure of such resources as time, effort and money’ [34].
This means entrepreneurs seek to creatively leverage underutilised or ‘slack’ resources,
such as land development sites that can be made viable through transit accessibility. Such
development opportunities can then provide a powerful dynamic in the process to design
and deliver transit infrastructure. Hence, rather than having a fixed route and set of station locations in mind, the process can begin with a configuration that best leverages
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investment in the early stages. As station precincts then begin to be built and create more
value, the investment in the transit can continue to grow to provide greater services and
station precinct locations. Organic growth of a TAC project can be based on stages that
depend on what the land development market can achieve.
Examples of this organic process of beginning with what is available can be seen in
the United States in the development of new corridor rail lines based on a series of TOD’s
built in stages as outlined in Box 2.
Box 2: Case studies of organic stepwise approach to resourcing TAC’s
Organic stepwise approaches to transit delivery are based around land development, usually urban regeneration, where
entrepreneurial land developers are linked in partnership through mechanisms like Tax Increment Financing or Business
Improvement Districts. TIF projects raise bonds based on estimated future tax revenue developed from successful urban
development. Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) are more directly involving contributions from business and have mostly
been used to regenerate urban areas though they are now being extended along a corridor. While BIDs do involve new levies,
they are either initiated by, or negotiated with, local businesses who will benefit from the infrastructure.
For example, a BID in San Francisco established a local committee of the district’s residents, business owners, tenants, schools
and developers, creating a strong base in social capital. The committee prepared a local development proposal including a
financial plan and sought approval from local government authorities thus generating the political capital. In this case however,
the district residents were charged with elevated property taxes to fund the infrastructure to help regenerate their area. This
consensual charge generated the financial capital, rather than leveraging land value uplift to attract new investment [48].
Two early examples of such organic approaches are in Portland and Seattle, where funding was predominantly public with some
private sector contribution and some form of levy or tax applied to recover funds.
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Pearl District Streetcar. The Portland MAX Light Rail, or Metropolitan Area Express, was a fully government funded project
from the 1980’s and was so successful that various other communities wanted to have a similar urban renewal process in their
area. The Pearl District of Portland was an old industrial area – creating ‘available means’ for urban regeneration, with
businesses and residents wanting a modern transit service to link them to the city centre. An organic process was begun in the
1990’s to generate a variety of funding sources including a Tax Increment Financing (TIF) set up through the local council
(providing 13% of funding) and a BID-style ‘Local Improvement District Levy’ on local business (providing 17% of funding)
in partnership with state and federal funds. The first two stages of the Portland Streetcar opened in 2001. One further stage
was extended in 2007 using 21% TIF funding and 31% BID funding as the success of the first two stages had raised land
values.
When the Pearl District was legally formed in 1998 the value of property was estimated at $446 million and in 2014 at $2.2
billion. The tram system for the Pearl District is owned by the City of Portland and managed by Portland Streetcar Incorporated,
a non-profit public benefit corporation whose board of directors report to the city's Bureau of Transportation. The Pearl District
corridor that is serviced by this light rail is an outstanding success story of urban regeneration with multiple sustainability
outcomes [49-52].
South Lake Union Streetcar, Seattle: The South Lake Union Streetcar project was initiated by community and business
interests working together over several years. The prospect of urban renewal opportunities being generated by a light rail service
was embraced by a range of businesses and residents who lobbied for the return of the historic tram car service. The South Lake
Union Streetcar project was able to attract the interest of local, state and federal governments who worked out how to fund the
project with the local business community.

A fee from 760 land parcels was estimated to provide 52 percent of the total project

cost. The City of Seattle issued government bonds to raise capital and linked them with the private funds. The city assessed a
fee in 2004 and land owners in the precinct approved it in 2005. The street car project became operational in 2007. The assessed
fee was based on estimated land value uplift for various land uses. The land owners were provided an option to pay a fee up
front or in 18 years at a 4.4% interest rate. In this case the project was considered a low-risk as it was applied in an established
urban area with a strong real estate market [53]. Only 12 of the affected property owners formally objected to the proposed Local
Improvement District tax. The South Lake Union Streetcar is owned by the City of Seattle and operated and maintained by a
transit agency with representation from the local community.
Both examples show how a range of procurement and financing models can be organically leveraged through partnerships, based
on what is available, to support projects focused on urban regeneration using transit infrastructure –l and to further expand as
the area grows. By starting with available means, further entrepreneurial opportunities are created as the initial segments
succeed. From the perspective of the private sector, the benefits from the urban regeneration opportunities are greatest when
they are involved early, which makes early partnersdhips and inclusive planning crucial.
Brightline: A larger development known as Brightline, Florida has been set up as a purely private rail project using a TAC
approach. The project began by leveraging funding from a New York hedge fund based on private sector opportunities around
new stations as well as potential fare box returns.
The first stage of the Brightline was developed in partnership with the local and county governments and the local community
[7,54]. It opened in late 2017, initially running from Miami to Fort Lauderdale, but with an extension to Orlando International
Airport under construction, and further extensions to Disney World and Tampa in planning [55]. There are also plans to build
a new line from Los Angeles to Las Vegas.
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The latter project includes purchasing 38 acres of land adjacent to the Las Vegas strip for the station and a mixed-use
development. It came about via the acquisition of XpressWest, which had secured federal approvals for the rail corridor [56].
The company plans to expand further, and describes its business model as “a scalable model for twenty-first century passenger
travel in North America” and identifies eight new potential corridors within the United States and Canada [57]. Thus, by
taking an organic approach the corridor was eventually completed and the model is now being replicated.

Figure 5: Potentially profitable intercity rail corridors in North America
Source: [58]

In practice Transit Activated Corridors raise investment for transit through partnerships that grow organically as the land development opportunities are realised and expanded. This minimises risk for participating private parties and increasingly shifts towards private funding to complete projects. Hence this can reduce government’s role especially in terms of having to raise the full capital (often difficult and compared with the
ERM/TAC model less value creating) allowing a focus on roles more aligned to the purview of government such as being critical in the delivery partnerships. Government needs
to provide creative leadership on zoning, planning integration, and facilitating connections to the wider transit network. Government can also assist with land assembly and
risk management in procurement [7], easing the process for private parties to participate
and creating new value. Similarly, for the public sector, project-based implementation risk
is reduced through sharing with the private sector in this organic stepwise process.
The application of these three principles of effectuation will be a key determinant of
the success of the application of the ERM model to deliver Transit Activated Corridors.
There are also a range of government tools in urban planning that can be delivered in
partnership with developers and investors, and which can help create Transit Activated
Corridors.
4. Urban Planning Tools for Fast Transit Corridors and Walkable Station Precincts.
Urban development and infrastructure are best developed when they are part of both
a strategic and a statutory framework. The majority of these planning systems, especially
in Australia and America, still enable urban sprawl and associated car-based communities
and have a lesser focus on enabling transit and urban regeneration. There is however a
growing movement to find new ways that urban planning can produce effective corridor
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transit and TOD’s. These approaches will be examined in terms of tools for corridor design
that facilitate transit and dense urbanism as in a TAC, as well as tools for walkable urban
design in the associated TOD’s. Thus, two more principles have been selected from urban
planning tools to help design, finance and deliver Transit Activated Developments.
4.1 Principle 4: Define Transit Activated Corridors
The first planning tool for creating a high-quality transit system down a corridor is
to declare it or zone it in strategic and statutory plans as primarily for transit and dense
urbanism. A series of such plans are being developed around the world since Transport
for London declared their policy called ‘Street Families’ [59] which sets out the streets that
give priority to transit and where density will be given special encouragement. In Melbourne the Victorian Government has a policy called the ‘Movement and Place’ framework which recognises that streets are not only about moving people from A to B, but in
many contexts also act as places for people and public life. Similar policies have been developed for Auckland, New Zealand, and Western Australia. The movement and place
framework enables the ‘place’ prioritisation of streets to create walkable, liveable centres.
In Perth the approach has been proposed to create a ‘Green Route’ in the Metropolitan
Region Scheme that requires transit priority and density to be the joint focus along the
road. Such routes could be specified as potential Transit Activated Corridors with associated zoning along the corridor.
This approach is increasingly being used in the UK and Europe more generally as
part of ‘Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans’ [60]. The approach is outlined in Table 1 below.
Table 1. This Summary of Guidelines for Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans compared to Traditional Planning. Source [60]

Traditional
Transport Plan-

>

Sustainable Urban Mobility Planning

>

Focus on people

ning
Focus on traffic

Primary objectives:
Traffic flow capacity

>

and speed

Modal-focussed

>

Infrastructure focus

>

Sectorial planning
document

Short- and mediumterm delivery plan

Primary objectives: Accessibility and quality of life, as well as sustainability, economic viability, social equity, health and environmental quality

Balanced development of all relevant transport modes and shift towards
cleaner and more sustainable transport modes

Integrated set of actions to achieve cost-effective solutions

Sectorial planning document that is consistent and complementary to re>

lated policy areas (such as land use and spatial planning; social services;
health; enforcement and policing; etc.)

>

Short- and medium-term delivery plan embedded in a long-term vision
and strategy
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Traditional
Transport Plan-

>

Sustainable Urban Mobility Planning

>

Related to a functioning area based on travel-to-work patterns

>

Interdisciplinary planning teams

ning
Related to an administrative area

Domain of traffic engineers

Planning by experts

Limited impact assessment

>

>

Planning with the involvement of stakeholders using a transparent and
participatory approach

Regular monitoring and evaluation of impacts to inform a structured
learning and improvement process

A core part of designing TACs would be a set of detailed design options for how a
transit service like light rail or a Trackless Tram (see below) could travel at speed down a
clearway where road space is available, and then slow down when it enters a station precinct where the design and place focus would be to facilitate walkability and pedestrian
activity. The latter part of the road works could be the responsibility of the private sector
partners. This would send the signal that dense urban development would be favoured
as it would have a high-quality transit system linking it to the rest of the city and would
have a highly attractive urban design quality for attracting people-based activities in and
around the stations.
The responsibility to enable TACs would be given to an agency, or cross-agency
group, that has both responsibility for delivering transit and delivering urban regeneration. Thus, roads chosen for this category would shift their priority for providing mobility
services for through traffic, to a focus on how they could enable quality transit and urban
design along the corridor that delivers value to both developers and the community. This
would mean more of a focus on accessibility, sustainability and equity as set out in Table
1. Compared with car only lanes such routes could carry the equivalent of six lanes of
traffic [61], easing congestion issues while increasing activity along the corridor through
transit and urbanism.
4.2. Walkable and Sustainable Station Precinct Design
Station precincts must be allowed to be dense and mixed use in the strategic and
statutory zoning systems used to enable TACs. There are a large number of design tools
created to make station precincts or TOD’s into ‘inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable’
places including walkable urban design, solar design, water sensitive design, biophilic
design, affordable housing design and most of all integrated design [62]. For instance,
there are a number of detailed manuals from the Congress of New Urbanism that set out
best practice in these areas [63-66]. Such guidance now needs to be reflected in statutory
requirements for station precinct developments along transit corridors. Such requirements also need to consider how new technologies for smart and sustainable systems can
enhance various design outcomes. This may include how driverless electric shuttle buses
can carry people to the station precincts (providing first and last kilometre solutions) without ruining the walkability qualities of the area [39]. Evidence is showing that Uber (and
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potentially driverless vehicles) are increasing the vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT) rather than decreasing it as many had anticipated, causing greater congestion and accessibility issues. To counter this trend will require a different approach to mobility and TAC’s
are likely to be part of this.
5. Applying Transit Activated Development with Trackless Trams
A research project as part of the Sustainable Built Environment National Research
Centre (SBEnrc) has been developed with a series of partners seeking to deliver a light
rail-based TAC using the ERM approach (Newman, et al. 2018). It was given a significant
boost when a new transit technology was discovered that we have called a ‘Trackless
Tram’. The Trackless Tram Systems (TTS) have taken six innovations from High-Speed
Rail, put them in a carriage bus – or tram like vehicle - with stabilization through bogeys
and optical guidance systems, that not only mean it is largely autonomous (though not
completely driverless), but it is also enabled to move at speed down a road with the ride
quality of a light rail. Being electric through batteries and with no need for steel tracks, it
is significantly cheaper and easier to implement than a light rail. Research was conducted
on assessing this technology [8] and the conclusions are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Indicative comparison of characteristics of corridor based urban rapid transit systems.

Characteristic

Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT)

Light Rail
Transit (LRT)

Trackless Tram System (TTS)

Speed and Capacity

✓

✓✓

✓✓

Ride Quality



✓✓

✓✓

Land Development
Potential



✓✓

✓✓

Cost

✓



✓

Disruption during
construction period

✓



✓✓

Implementation
Time

✓



✓

Overall

✓

✓✓

✓✓✓

The assessment provided above highlights that TTS has the potential to stimulate
urban redevelopment potential just as well as good light rail and hence can enable the
delivery of TAC’s. This will require assessment in different cities but an approach is suggested using the five principles developed from the three entrepreneurial principles and
the two urban planning tools. This enables a high-level approach to assess the potential
to deliver very efficient and effective transit activated corridors using a Trackless Tram as
the catalyst. The core requirements from the five principles for TAC are applied to the
three options of BRT, LRT and TTS and are set out in Table 3. This enables us to see how
well the new technology of TTS promises to facilitate a TAC.
Table 3. Comparison of TAC characteristics for corridor based urban rapid transit systems of BRT,
LRT and TTS.
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Characteristic 1: Ability to facilitate partnership-driven planning
BRT is able to achieve partnership driven planning, however partnerships are
BRT

generally transport-centric given the lesser urban regeneration ability achieved

✓

by traditional bus-based schemes.
LRT is able to bring transit, land development and community interests to the
LRT

table and this has been demonstrated around the world, including in the case

✓✓

studies above.
TTS are able to bring the same interests together as LRT to plan a transit project
financed by urban regeneration, however TTS can enable the inclusion of far
more parties than under the recent welfare finance model of most light rail.
TTS

Projects do not need to be ‘Tokyo’ in scale to get started, and have less risk. An

✓✓✓

inclusive, bottom-up, community-engaged planning approach can be achieved
with the less expensive trackless trams, rather than only being considered by
the top-down stakeholders.

Characteristic 2: Ability for value creation through urban regeneration
BRT

Bus-based systems have had less urban regeneration success in most cases.



Light rail has been successful in attracting investment and urban regeneration
LRT

around its lines, especially given its fixed nature, however urban regeneration
is best achieved if land development is used as the cornerstone of transit

✓✓

finance such as proposed here.
Ability to be used like light rail, particularly through an entrepreneurial
TTS

financing process to ensure urban regeneration is undertaken, but at lower cost

✓✓

to the entrepreneurs and thus is more likely.

Characteristic 3: Ability for organic resourcing through staged financing
BRT
LRT

The lack of strong urban regeneration attraction created by BRT systems creates
a lack of investor incentive for the finance of new lines.
Has been achieved in a number of cities, highlighted in case studies above.


✓✓

Organic resourcing through staged financing would be similar to the LRT as in
the case studies outlined above. At each stage of financing the two parts of the
TTS

TAC, the Trackless Tram and the chain of TOD’s could be financed with steps

✓✓

assessed for land value uplift, patronage and other benefits and costs, before
proceeding to the next stages.

Characteristic 4: Ability to service strategic plans (TAC route)
If strategic plans are developed mode agnostically, BRT is competitive on
BRT

infrastructure cost and speed if given priority. However it will not achieve

✓

urban regeneration outcomes.
LRT
TTS

If strategic plans are developed mode agnostically, LRT is competitive on
capacity per vehicle, speed and ability to attract regenerative investment.
If strategic plans are developed mode agnostically, TTS can enable the capacity
and speed of LRT but cost much less. This is likely to open up the potential for

✓
✓✓
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many more strategic routes and help create an overall network with far greater
overall benefits.

Characteristic 5: Ability for integrated application of TOD design tools
BRT
LRT

The same TOD principles can be applied but without private investment they
rarely happen.
Able to utilise best-practice integrated TOD design from light rail projects to
achieve walkable, people-centric transit precincts.


✓

Design tools for TODs would be just as effective in station precincts around
TTS

Trackless Trams as around LRT except the cost of the infrastructure is much

✓✓

less (no overhead catenary and no steel tracks).
The high-level assessment would suggest there is a very high capability of a Trackless Tram System enabling a
TAC to be created with a quality transit corridor and a chain of high-quality TODs linked to it. These results are summarised in Table 4.
Table 4. Indicative comparison of characteristics of corridor based urban rapid transit systems in
terms of entrepreneurship and urban planning factors supporting a Transit Activated Corridor.

Characteristics in
Terms of Ability to
Use

Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT)

Light Rail
Transit (LRT)

Trackless Tram System (TTS)

Partnerships

✓

✓✓

✓✓✓

Value Creation in
Urban Regeneration Potential



✓✓

✓✓

Organic Resourcing
through Staged Financing



✓✓

✓✓

Strategic TAC
Route

✓

✓

✓✓

Design Tools for
TODs



✓

✓✓

Overall

✓

✓✓

✓✓✓

6. Conclusion
Growing cities around the world are looking for new ways to deliver transit and urban redevelopment. This paper suggests a new option called a Transit Activated Corridor
(TAC) and sets out how best to achieve them using five principles drawn from entrepreneurship theory and urban planning:
1.

Create partnerships from the start, that suggests for TAC the need for partnerships
between government, community and the private sector which can leverage such
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entrepreneurial approaches similar to the historic role of entrepreneurs in creating
train and tram corridors, and the emerging models for involving the private sector in
rail developments, especially involving City Deals;
2.

Value creation rather than prediction, which suggests for TAC taking value creation
opportunities through involvement of private sector financing of land development
rather than predicting transit outcomes as in current transit planning;

3.

Begin with available means rather than pre-determined ends, suggesting that TAC
could use available resourcing from land development in organic steps to stage the
financing;

4.

Define transit activated corridors, that suggests a high-level strategic plan to develop
Transit Activated Corridors (like the European Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans)
with statutory mechanisms that require the delivery of transit priority as well as
dense, urban regeneration, and providing a delivery agency focussed on this task;
and
Walkable and sustainable station precinct design, that would mean a series of statutory design requirements for the station precincts to be high quality designed TOD’s
for walkability, affordability and sustainability.

5.

All these require the private sector to be actively involved from the beginning of the
planning process, providing the opportunity to collaboratively shape and capture benefits
from transit activation along the corridor, creating the basis for the private sector to contribute financing given the attractive development opportunities that exist.
When the five principles were applied to a high-level assessment of the emerging
transit technology of Trackless Trams, it showed that these lower cost new technology
options (as well as light rail) are likely to help with the design, financing and delivery of
a Transit Activated Corridor down urban streets.
Author Contributions: Author contributions were as follows: Sebastian Davies-Slate (30%), Peter
Newman (25%), Daniel Conley (20%), Karlson Hargroves (20%), Mike Mouritz (5%).
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